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Seamlessly Integrate
Data and Systems
Across Your Enterprise
Your people rely on a growing number of data sources, applications and business
systems that weren’t designed to work together, both cloud and on-premise.
Building custom integrations to connect them up can be technically challenging,
expensive to execute and difficult to support.
You probably face data quality issues due to human error or because these
various applications handle data in different formats and transaction cycles. This
can lead to a lot of manual rework negatively impacting business outcomes and
customer satisfaction.
PA Streams will connect your cloud and on-premise applications and data
sources in a simple, secure and scalable way.

Fast, easy, flexible.
Low code – no code

At-a-glance
understanding of
the data journey

Easy to build
up the flow
and evolve the
complexity

Common
connectors used
across disparate
use cases

Route data in
multiple parallel
paths with error
handling

Improve Data Quality Across Applications

Clean and
Transform Data

Handle
Exceptions

Better user
experience

As the data flows through the
stream in batch or real-time,
you can apply transformations,
clean the data and re format it
to suit the receiving system’s
requirements.

You can handle errors
automatically by creating
business rules for specific
conditions or notifying people
when rules are broken,
thresholds are breached, or
offending events are identified.

PA Streams includes a health
board giving a real-time view
into your process health. Get
exception alerts, see trends and
identify bottlenecks faster than
ever before.

Integrate timesheets
into billing.

Payroll to your
banking system

Asset data into your
finance system

Integrate 3rd party purchasing
into your finance system.

Employee expenses
into your finance system

Trading data into your
billing system

Sales data into your
purchasing system

Expose suspicious data events
across your payment
control systems.

Identify data anomalies
and exceptions

Examples:

Get Started with Your First Stream

PA Streams is delivered on a pay-per-stream model giving you fast time to
value with a low upfront investment. You can start with one stream and scale
your integrations across the enterprise as your needs grow. Our team of expert
consultants can help you design your streams, or we can train members of your
team to build their own integrations on the platform.

Let’s Talk.
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